
HTT Presentation



Focus of presentation
What will we talk about today…?

• Our Approach to IDS

• My Media, MY Power, My World 

• Activity Structure

• Youth Advisory Panel 

• Creating the Media

• Future Opportunities 



How did we approach IDS?

• Primary school focus as an underrepresented age range

• Interdisciplinary = drawing on a variety of subject knowledge and skills, linking them 
together and expanding them in new ways including non-academic knowledge

• “…students as already being global citizens, who engage with peers from various 
nationalities and cultural backgrounds not only through their media consumption, 
but within the realms of their own classroom.”



How did we approach IDS?

• Discussion based activities - students inquire and think deeply about how things are 
presented, why they are presented a certain way and then explore for themselves 
how best they can convey their messaging

• Reflect varied educational settings and priorities

• Enhancing existing curricula rather than replacing them- providing settings with 
stimulus and inspiration



Note on age groupings

• Unavoidably from an English perspective (Y1/2, Y3/4, Y5/6) but mediated by keeping 
activities inherently adaptable

• Skills/interest based rather than just chronological age

• Activities open for all- high expectations of what students can participate in
• Suggestions for how activities can be extended through the year groups



My Media, My Power, My World



Activity Structure



The Youth Advisory Panel 

• Consultation with young people, informing them about how their input would be used

• Children are the best ones to tell us what they should be learning

• Hard for adults to act on their perspectives without attempts to translate/mediate

• Recruitment : Why online and in-person? 



Face To Face 

• Primary School that has worked with UoS previously

• 7 students in total from year, ranging in age from 8-10 (approximately Y3-5)

• Four girls and three boys

• Four sessions

• Discussion, trialling activities, post-it notes ~participatory concept mapping



Online
• UK primary school students 

between the ages of 8-11

• A recruitment poster was put on 
social media platforms (facebook, 
twitter, email groups) calling for 
participants

• A panel of 8 (5 girls and 3 boys)

• Online Google Meet discussions, 
trialling activities/lessons, using 
Jamboard at times



What did we cover?

• Social Media as a Force for Change

• Being Safe Online

• Fake News

• Sharing Information



Input we received

• Focus on internet safety (creation of passwords, navigating social media safely)

• Their concerns about online safety were still largely oriented around ‘high level’ risks 
such as kidnap, burglary

• The concept of ‘Fake News’ is complex- some of the children we spoke to were quite 
trusting of authority figures in their lives, parents, teachers they liked, even 
influencers. They also associated their level of friendship with trustworthiness

• They are concerned with being kind, cyberbullying, hacking

• Lessons/activities that reflected the increasingly complex engagements they would 
have as they grew older

• Social justice topics matter- ensuring everyone has access to enough food and a safe 
home; environmental consciousness; racism…



Questions raised…

• How to provide students with the confidence and language to question authority 
when schools often have a need to enforce rule following/compliance?

• How to support schools to incorporate these activities in their existing curricula?

• Influence of adult’s concerns on children- where do these fears come from?
• Adult understanding of their interests/knowledge can be low- this can be benign (the 

latest vlogger) or potentially dangerous (online ‘challenges’)- how to tackle this?
• What if adults are wrong? - There is a lot of trust in information provided by adults, 

how do we help young people question and navigate these situations? 



Creating the media 



Future opportunities

• Pilot in schools (and/or as holiday activity/critical digital literacy summer school), 

nationally and internationally

• Continue work with children as curriculum makers

• Answer “questions raised” from previous slide

• Expand approach to other year groups

• Collaborate with HTT to take work further

• Let’s discuss!
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